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Samples  
1. Favorites Menu 
	 /CICS/MF3Z/sam/samples/favorites.html


	 This sample appears as shown below:


This sample simply shows a number of the other samples provided with a description and 
two hyperlinks: the one on the left being a descriptive name of the sample and the Green 
Spanner Icon that can be clicked to open that particular Application record in the CICS 
CDS Editor.
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2. FILEA Web Application 

Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


	 /CICS/MF3Z/sam/application/filea/filea.html 

A screen-shot of the application is shown below:


This sample build upon the FILEA sample that IBM provide with CICS itself. The FILEA 
VSAM file is accessed and the data within it accessed. The records from the file are 
displayed in the left hand panel and can be scrolled and clicked on. Doing so will result in 
the record details being shown in the central panel. 


Clicking (or right clicking) on the record number/Name in the left hand side green panel 
will cause an action menu to pop-up from which various actions can be chosen. From 
here, the  record can be deleted, Updated or used as a model for a new record to be 
added to the file.


When required, a CICS Cobol program (SAM0FILA) is called via AJAX calls from within 
the javascript that run in the Web page. This program accesses the VSAM file and returns 
JSON data to the client which then populates the page as required. The Sample program 
source is supplied in the HLQ..SAMPCOB dataset.


This program, when initiated, looks for WEB FORMFIELD input data and acts accordingly.
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When opened in the CICS css Editor, the application is defined in a single FreeformText 
Fragment as shown below:





As can be seen, a number of components of the application are also served from CICS 
CDS, such as the relative address to /css/filea.css and /js/filea.js
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3. RGRAPH / Bookmark / CICS Cobol Program with 
COMMAREA 
Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z/sam/examples/rgraph/pie-chart-3.html 

A screen-shot of the application is shown below:





When this application runs, a CICS Cobol program is called via AJAX and passed a 
commarea. It acts according to the information supplied to it in  that Commarea and then 
interrogates CICS to build up the numbers of ways in which the local CICS transactions 
have been installed. This information is passed back to the client where the javascript in 
use causes the 3-D PieChart to be drawn. The javascript in use in this case is Graph 
which itself is loaded from CICS CDS. Cobol Source for SAMPCOM2 is supplied with 
CICS CDS.


The sample also uses a CICS Bookmark that is referenced by the CICS Cobol program to 
help build the application.
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4. Dojo Toolkit FILEA listing 
CICS Cobol Program Ajax call with CONTAINER 
Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z/sam/filea/list-records-2.html 

A screen-shot of the application is shown below:


This application calls a CICS Cobol program to fetch the VSAM FILEA data and respond 
with that data in JSON formation. Dojo Toolkit functions use that data to build a sortable 
table in the display.


Sample Cobol program source for DTK0004H is provided in HLQ..SAMPCOB
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5. Use of a CICS TSQueue 
Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z/sam/tsq/tsq1.html 

A screen-shot of the application is shown below:


In the Editor, it appears as follow:


The application is shown inserting information into  named TSQ (which is created or added to) and 
then uses that named TSQ to insert information into the web response. 
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6. Block Type Record Sample 
Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z/sam/testing/htmlblock1.html 

A screen-shot of the application is shown below:


This sample shows how blocked records can be used to build up a web response.
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7. Use of PDS DOCTEMP resource definition 
Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z/sam/doctemp/simple-page.html  

screen-shot of the application is shown below:


In the editor, it looks like this:





As can be seen, a CICS DOCUMENT TEMPLATE named HTML0001 in the PDS with 
DDNAME SAMLIFE is defined as the content of the application. In turn, the content of 
that file member is as follows:


<!DOCTYPE html>                                                           
<html lang=en>                                                            
<head>                                                                    
    <title>CICS Content Delivery Server</title>                           
</head>                                                                   
<body>                                                                    
 <h1>Simple webpage built using a PDS member CICS document template</h1>  
</body>                                                                   
</html>                                                                    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8. Chart.js sample - Ajax call for data responding json  

Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z/sam/examples/tsq3.html 

screen-shot of the application is shown below:





This sample uses Chart.js to build a bar graph. By clicking the /SAM url button and then 
the Start button, Ajax calls are made to the application defined at testRAND.json. Doing 
so will result in the graph being dynamically redrawn periodically as new data is fetched 
from CICS.
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The Directory listing for the URL /sam/utility/testrand.json is shown below:


As can be seen, the CICS Program MF3RAND2 is used when that AJAX call is made. The 
Cobol source for that program is supplied with CICS CDS in the SAMPCOB file.


9 RGraph AJAX call to Cobol returning JSON 

Also selectable from the Favorites Menu application, this example can be 	
accessed with the following Url: 


/CICS/MF3Z//rgr/4.65/demos/bar-ajax-4.html 

screen-shot of the application is shown below:
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This sample uses Rgraph.js. The RGraph parameters used call a CICS Cobol program 
called SAMCOM3 passing a COMMAREA. The definition for the AJAX called program is 
shown below:


As can be seen, the Commarea contents can be specified within the application definition 
for the AJAX called program.  When SAMPCOM3 executes, it use the contents of the 
COMMAREA to determine its actions - in this case to interrogate the USECOUNT for a 
number of CICS programs. That information is placed in a JSON web response and 
returned to the Client where the RGraph.js toolkit creates a barchart as shown. 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Appendix. 

As time passes, Matter of Fact Software are creating new and improved Samples and 
examples. Contact us for the latest developments.


End of Document
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